Playing with Boys: A Novel

Loved, Loved, Loved It!!

When Alisa Valdes-Rodriguez first novel was published last year, it caused a sensation. Readers flocked to the story of six friends in Boston because both the voice and the characters Valdes-Rodriguez created were utterly fresh. A brand new, large, and eager audience came out for a book they felt had been created just for them-young American women whose Hispanic side had been overlooked by commercial novels until The Dirty Girls Social Club. In Alisa Valdes-Rodriguez delicious new novel each a Latina in her late 20s -take Los Angeles by storm in Alisa Valdes-Rodriguez delicious new novel. Marcella, Olivia and Alexis have bonded not only over the trouble with men but about how tough it is to make life work in L.A. no matter what you do. Marcella is a hot young television actress, hardly able to enjoy the life she's bought for herself and certainly not enjoying her body, which is never quite perfect enough. Olivia's boy is her toddler son-and she's tethered to him and to her suburban mommy track so tightly the other girls sometimes cringe. Alexis has a smart mouth and an ample body; she's a beautiful musicians manager with loads of style but about enough self-esteem to fill a Prada card case. Her complicated love affair with the casually sexy Cuban rapper Goyo is a deeply satisfying romance that will delight readers almost as much as the emotional richness and girly fun of the heroines friendship.

My Personal Review:
I am a Latina from Texas and could really relate to these characters. These are smart successful women who are hopeless romantics at heart. I could definitely relate to Alexis and her crippling need to make people feel good, because it is most certainly how we were raised in Texas. Marcella's need for shopping and beautiful things is every woman's guilty pleasure. And of course the gray life of Olivia is something we mothers have all dealt with. Nothing is more important and exhausting as staying at home with a child. It is a great luxury and incredible stress at the same time that I myself could write a book about.
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